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Deal 2011: Modals Without Scales

1 Horn Scales and Quantification

• Deal 2011 addresses how the typology of modal systems might impact the theory of effability.

Horn Scales: Stronger elements on the
scale entail weaker elements.

• A entails B if B is true in all possi-
ble worlds where A is true

• Some kids went to the store is true
in all possible worlds where Every
kid went to the store is true

• Therefore, every entails some

• In languages like English, certain functional elements
(quantifiers, modals, etc.) form a Horn scale. For exam-
ple:

<some, every>
<may, must>
<or, and>

• This assumption of scales leads to predictions about logi-
cally possible quantifier systems.

• Question: What if a language lacked Horn scales in its quantificational system?

Scalar Implicatures: When we use a
weak element like some, the implication is
that a stronger, more informative element
like every could not be used.

• Even though some is logically true
in all the same situations that every
is, using some implicates ¬every

• Answer: Quantifiers/modals could not generate scalar im-
plicatures in such a language.

• In order to illustrate this, Deal 2011 offers the following
thought experiment about an imaginary dialect of English

called English∃:

English∃

Say a new variety of English was discovered called English∃. In this variety of English,
there is only one quantifier over individuals – some.

• Because the English∃ quantifier some lacks a scalar implicature (i.e. doesn’t impli-
cate ¬every), the English∃ sentence Some students passed could describe a scenario
where the passing rate was 50%, as well as a scenario where the passing rate was
100%.

• However, in a downward-entailing context, some∃ would behave like its regular En-
glish counter-part some.

• In both Englishes, the sentence Its false that some students passed is true only in the
case that 0% of students passed.

• Therefore, English∃ speakers would translate both some and every with some∃ in up-
ward entailing environments, but would need to find alternative means of translating
all in downward entailing environments.
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• Question: Does such a language occur in the realm of natural languages?

• Answer: Sort of!

◦ Deal argues for the existence of such a language with respect to quantifiers over worlds
(modals) as opposed to quantifiers over individuals (quantifiers)

◦ Applying the analogy of English∃ to the Horn scale <may, must>, in such a system we
would expect:

English∃ speakers would translate both may and must with may∃ in upward entailing envi-
ronments, but would need to find alternative means of translating must in downward entail-
ing environments.

◦ Deal provides evidence of this in Nez Perce

2 Nez Perce Scale-less Modal

• Nez Perce (Niimiipuutimt) is a highly endangered Sahaptian language of the Columbia River
plateau.

• Nex Perce has a suffix o’qa that has been described as being able to espress existential quantifica-
tion (possibility) or universal quantification (necessity) in upward-entailing environments (Deal
2008).

• In example (1), both translations of the modal are acceptable:

(1) Context: A friend is preparing for a camping trip. I am taking this person around my
camping supplies and suggesting appropriate things. I hand them two blankets and say:

’inéhne-no’qa
take-MOD

’ee
you

kii
DEM

lepı́t
two

cı́ickan.
blankets

a. ‘You can take these two blankets’
b. ‘You should take these two blankets’

• Deal takes this as a starting point to suggest that o’qa is not on a Horn scale

2.1 Upward-entailing Environments

• In an upward-entailing environment, possibility modals are weaker than necessity modals.

◦ This means that, in languages like English, they trigger scalar implicatures.

◦ Prediction: o’qa should behave differently from an English possibility modal, as it does not
trigger scalar implicature. The absence of implicature should allow o’qa to describe the set
of situations where English would use either a possibility or necessity modal.
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• Translating English to Nez Perce:

(2) Possibility
Prompt: The cat can catch mice, but she never does. She’s able to catch them, but she
never does.

laqáas-na
mouse-OBJ

picpı́c-nim
cat-ERG

páa-capaqick-o’qa
3/3-catch-MOD

mét’u
but

wéet’u
not

máwa
when

páa-capaqick-tato-∅
3/3-catch-HAB.PRES-PRES

picpı́c-nim
cat-ERG

(3) Necessity
Prompt: We have to get home before it gets dark

kı́ye
we

pe-ckilı́i-toq-o’qa
S.PL-return-back-MOD

kulaawit-’ásx
dark-before

• Translating from Nez Perce to English:

◦ Deal reports a notable preference here for translating o’qa as a possibility modal, although
necessity modals are still sometimes used.1

(4) Possibility

pı́cpic
cat

ha-’ac-o’qa
3SUBJ-enter-MOD

mét’u
but

wéet’u
not

ha-’ac-o’
3SUBJ-enter-PROSP

‘The cat could go in, but it won’t’

(5) Necessity
Context: A discussion of how young people speak quickly, making them hard to under-
stand

’i’yéwki
slowly

hi-pa-c’ı́ix̂-no’qa
3SUBJ-S.PL-speak-MOD

‘They should speak slowly’

• The prediction made by a theory which holds that o’qa is not on a Horn scale is born out in
upward-entailing environments.

1Recall that Rullman et.al reported the reverse to be true of St’át’imcets
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2.2 Non-upward-entailing Environments

• In a non-upward-entailing environment, possibility modals are not weaker than necessity modals.

◦ This means that, in languages like English, they do not trigger scalar implicatures in this
environment.

◦ Prediction: o’qa should behave like an English possibility modal, as neither triggers scalar
implicature.

• Negation:

◦ Negation does not permit scope ambiguity with respect to the o’qa modal. Speakers reject
♦¬ (possible-not) and the logically equivalent ¬� (not-necessary) for sentence with o’qa .

(6) Possibility

wéet’u
not

kı́ye
we

pa-w’cáa-yo’qa,
here

kı́ye
S.PL-

ciklı́i-six-∅
stay-MOD we go.home-IMP.PL-PRES

‘We can’t stay here, we are going home’

(7) Necessity
Context: You are explaining to someone who thinks they have to leave that they are not
in fact required to do so. It’s not necessary for them to leave.

#wéet’u
not

’ee
you

kiy-ó’qa
go-MOD

Consultant: ‘That’s a different conversation, not this one. You’re just saying wéet’u ’ee
kiy-ó’qa, “you can’t go.”’

• Restrictions of Universals

◦ Universal quantifiers are downward entailing with respect to their restriction, while exis-
tential quantifiers are upward entailing.

(8) Existential Quantifier
Context: I am watching people clean out a cooler and throw away various things.

hi-wqı́i-cix-∅
3SUB-throw.away-IMP.PL-PRES

’iléx̂ni
a.lot

hipt
food

ke
REL

yox̂
DEM

hi-pá-ap-o’qa
3SUBJ-S.PL-eat-MOD

a. ‘They are throwing away a lot of food that they could eat.’
b. ‘They are throwing away a lot of food that they should eat.’

(9) Universal Quantifier
Context: I am watching people clean out a cooler and throw away various things.

hi-wqı́i-cix-∅
3SUB-throw.away-IMP.PL-PRES

’óykala
all

hipt
food

ke
REL

yox̂
DEM

hi-pá-ap-o’qa
3SUBJ-S.PL-eat-MOD
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a. ‘They are throwing away all of the food that they could eat.’
b. #‘They are throwing away all of the food that they should eat. (but keeping some junk
food)’

• The prediction made by a theory which holds that o’qa is not on a Horn scale is born out in
non-upward-entailing environments.

3 The Nez Perce Modal System

• The claim that o’qa does not form a Horn scale requires justification. This requires looking a the
rest of the modal system of Nez Perce, in order to show that any potentially ‘stronger’ modals
that could form a scale with o’qa necessarily express another kind of modality.

◦ For two modals to form a Horn scale, they must apply to the same domain

◦ If two modals are specified for distinct types of modality, they cannot form a scale

• Key organizational principle of Nez Perce modal system: split between EPISTEMIC and NON-
EPISTEMIC modals

◦ EPISTEMIC – possibilities in view of evidence and belief

◦ NON-EPISTEMIC – possibilities in view of other kinds of facts (laws, desires, etc.)

• Possible meanings for o’qa

◦ Examples of deontic meanings for o’qa: 13-17, pg. 566, Deal 2011

◦ Examples of circumstantial meanings for o’qa: 18-21, pg. 567, Deal 2011

◦ Examples of o’qa in counterfactuals: 22-25, pg. 567-568, Deal 2011

• Epistemic modality

◦ Epistemic particles: 26-33, pg. 568-570, Deal 2011

◦ No epistemic reading for o’qa: 34-36, pg. 570-571, Deal 2011

• Therefore, epistemic modal expressions cannot form a Horn scale with o’qa

• Other non-epistemic modals in Nez Perce are not logically stronger than o’qa, and therefore
cannot form a scale with it – see pg 571-572, Deal 2011 for details.

4 Translation and Effability

• Based on the data above, Deal concludes that o’qa does not exist on a Horn scale, as it has no
stronger counter-part

• Question: If this is true, how do Nez Perce speakers talk about necessity in non-upward-entailing
environments?
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◦ This question stems from concern about translatability from one language to another.

◦ The theoretical concern: how accurate are periphrastic means when trying to communicate
a meaning that a grammar does not especially encode?

◦ This is important for the question of whether languages are fully equivalent to one another

• Answer: Nez Perce speakers find paraphrases for necessity in non-upward-entailing environ-
ments. For example:

◦ Simulated Speech Acts: rephrasing necessity as though it were proposed or ordered

‘Everyone must wash their hands’→ ‘Everyone, wash your hands!’

◦ Indicative Rephrasing: rephrasing necessity with a simple indicative sentence

‘According to the rule, I should leave’→ ‘Because of the rule, I am going out’

◦ Causatives: rephrasing necessity with causative verbs

‘You don’t have to remember it’→ ‘I’m not making you remember it’

◦ Paraphrase as Possibility: rephrasing necessity so that it only requires a modal of possibility

‘If I need to call the doctor, I will’→ ‘If the doctor could help me, then I will call him’

• It is not clear that any one of these paraphrase strategies is EXPRESSIVELY EQUIVALENT to the
English necessity modal, and so this raises a challenge to the principle of EFFABILITY, which
states that any human language can express any human thought.

5 Typology of Modals Without Scales

• The existence of the scale-less modal in Nez Perce opens up possibilities for comparative work
and raises questions about the typology of modals across languages.

• Deal takes special note of Rullman et.al (2008), which explores similar questions about St’át’imcets
modals.

◦ Rullman et.al (2008) goes a different direction with respect to scale-less modals. They take
the relevant modal in tSt’át’imcets to be a scale-less universal quantifier (necessity modals)
which undergoes “shrinking” of the domain of quantification that opens up the possibility
for translation with the English existential (possibility modal).

◦ Deal raises the question of whether the St’át’imcets modal could be treated like the Nez
Perce modal, as an alternative Rullman et.al’s treatment, but notes the difficulty of obtaining
evidence for this on account of syntactic restrictions on negation in St’át’imcets.

• Assuming Rullman et.al’s analysis is the correct one, and St’át’imcets has a universal modal
without a scale, the following typology results:
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